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Mitigating voltage losses in photoelectrochemical
cell scale-up†
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In solar water splitting, eﬀorts in scaling up the photoelectrochemical cell beyond laboratory scale have
started to attract signiﬁcant attention. Several large-area devices have been demonstrated, but typically
the eﬃciencies are much lower than their small-area equivalent. Here, two-dimensional ﬁnite element
modeling is used to evaluate the diﬀerent sources of voltage loss speciﬁcally related to scale-up in solar
water splitting devices operated in neutral pH solutions. We quantitatively investigate the inﬂuence of the
electrode area to these scale-up associated losses (substrate ohmic loss, electrolyte ohmic loss, and
local pH-gradient related losses). About 600 mV additional overpotential is needed due to these losses
for a cell with electrodes of height of 8 cm at a current density of 10 mA cm2. We show, however, that
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by applying engineering and cell design strategies, the voltage losses can be mitigated, resulting in an
acceptable 50 mV overpotential. Overall, this study highlights the additional challenges to be
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considered in photoelectrochemical cell scale-up and provides strategies to manage and mitigate
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scaling-related losses.

Introduction
The progress in photoelectrode materials development for solar
water splitting in the past 10–15 years has resulted in numerous
demonstrations of unassisted solar water splitting devices.
Various architectures have been utilized and solar-to-hydrogen
(STH) eﬃciencies as high as 30% have been reported.1–4
Unfortunately, the high eﬃciencies (>15%) have only been
demonstrated using expensive and scarce III–V semiconductors,5–8 which are challenging to be scaled up to the GW
or TW level, unless concentrated irradiation is considered.9 On
the other hand, relatively low-cost oxide-based devices have only
achieved STH eﬃciency of 8%.10–12 These oxide-based devices
typically use BiVO4 as the top-absorber in a tandem conguration, and the theoretical maximum for such a device is only
9%, limited by the 2.4 eV bandgap absorption of BiVO4.
Signicant research eﬀorts are therefore directed towards
developing novel complex oxides with smaller bandgaps (1.7–
1.9 eV) to replace BiVO4.13–18
In addition, given the impressive development of solar water
splitting devices, the next step is to shi beyond the laboratory
experiments and demonstrate large-scale devices. Scaling can
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be quantied by the power of a device and can be increased by
concentrating the solar irradiation or by increasing the photoabsorber area. The latter is more commonly done. Large-area
demonstrations have started to emerge in the past few years,
but the number is still very limited. Most reported devices have
an area of smaller than 1 cm2, and only a handful demonstrated
areas larger than 10 cm2.2,19–23 Moreover, these large-area
devices tend to deliver much lower STH eﬃciency (by up to
a factor of 5) as compared to their small-area equivalent.2 For
example, it was recently reported that while small-area (0.24
cm2) BiVO4-based tandem device delivers STH eﬃciency of
6%, the large-area (50 cm2) equivalent is only capable of
delivering an STH eﬃciency of 2%.21 The signicant loss of
eﬃciency has been attributed not to the scale-up of the light
absorber material (i.e., BiVO4) itself, but more to the ohmic
losses and mass-transport (proton/hydroxyl ions) limitations.
Several modeling studies have also investigated some of these
aspects (substrate losses, ionic drop, mass transfer),24–28 but the
overall quantication of the various loss mechanisms related to
scale-up has not been reported. This is important in order to
propose and implement appropriate (photo)electrochemical
engineering and design strategies in order to overcome the
scale-up related losses.
Here, we use two-dimensional (2-D) nite element
modeling to quantify the diﬀerent scale-up related loss
mechanisms in a solar-water splitting device: substrate ohmic
loss, electrolyte ohmic loss, and local pH-gradient related
losses. We consider a membrane-less water splitting device,
where the product (i.e., O2 and H2) separation is done using
hydrodynamic control,29,30 operated with buﬀered electrolyte
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at neutral pH. Although the use of neutral pH increases the
potential drop in the cell (i.e., due to the evolving pH-gradient
and the associated overpotentials), a device operating at
neutral pH allows the use of abundant seawater and is safer to
operate over large collection areas. Also, many earth-abundant
light absorbers and catalysts are unstable in acidic or alkaline
electrolytes.31–33 The inuence of electrode area to the scale-up
associated losses is investigated. Finally, we oﬀer engineering
and design strategies in order to manage and mitigate the
overall voltage losses.

Model description and boundary
conditions
Fig. 1 illustrates the 2-D schematic of the cell geometry used in
this study, i.e., a membrane-less planar two-electrode conguration. In such a conguration, hydrodynamic ow alone is
suﬃcient to separate the products and ensure safe operation
without the use of conventional membranes.29,30 Since it has
been shown that the voltage losses associated with scale-up are
not due to additional potential drop within the light
absorbers,21 only dark electrochemical reactions are taken into
consideration here. For our analysis to be valid, the resistance of
the semiconductor layer itself should therefore be negligible
and the deposition at large area should still result in homogenous lms. The baseline parameters used in our simulations
are tabulated in Table S1 (ESI†). COMSOL Multiphysics® was
used to solve the governing conservation and transport equations (see ESI Note 1† for details).

Sustainable Energy & Fuels
The computational domain consisted of the liquid electrolyte channel of diﬀerent widths (wcell) and heights (hcell)
between the two solid electrodes of a given thickness (del) and
of diﬀerent heights (hel). Assuming the density (r) and
dynamic viscosity (m) of the electrolyte to be equal to those of
water, and considering all the combinations of cell widths
(wcell) and inlet velocities (vy ¼ vin) used in this study, the
maximum Reynolds number (Re) is 1200, so that laminar ow
can be assumed. Re values for the various wcell and vin
investigated in this study are shown in Fig. S1;† all remain
below the laminar-to-turbulence transition value (i.e., 2000).
The solution of the mass conservation and Navier–Stokes
equation provided a parabolic velocity prole. The boundary
conditions consisted of an inlet velocity vin normal to the inlet
with developed ow (i.e. an entrance length of 1 cm was used).
The pressure of the top boundary of the electrolyte is xed
(pout). At the walls of the cell, no-slip boundary conditions
(vx ¼ vy ¼ 0) were used.
The transport of ionic species was calculated in a diluted
solution by solving the Nernst–Planck equation for the
following species: H+, K+, HPO42, and H2PO4. The concentration of dissolved gases was calculated by solving the diﬀusion–advection equation for O2 and H2 in water. Diﬀusion
coeﬃcients of the various species are indicated in Table S1.†
Concentration-dependent Butler–Volmer equations were solved
at the electrode–electrolyte interface, using potential–current
characteristics on the surface of the anode and cathode. Kinetic
values representative of state-of-the-art catalysts (Pt for HER and
RuO2 for OER)27,34–37 were used (see Table S1†). Constant
concentration for the ionic species (ci ¼ c0,i) and zero concentration for H2 and O2 were set at the inlet, and no diﬀusive
outow (nDiVci ¼ 0) at the outlet. 2 M potassium phosphate
(KPi) buﬀer was considered for this study, and the following
equilibrium reaction with the respective equilibrium constant
is considered:
HPO42 + H+ # H2PO4, Keq ¼ 1.5  104 mol m3

Fig. 1 Schematic of the computational domain consisting of the liquid
electrolyte and the two solid electrodes: hcell ¼ cell height, wcell ¼ cell
width, hel ¼ electrode height, del ¼ electrode thickness.
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(1)

Charge conservation and transport was solved in the electrolyte. Average current density was applied at the anode's
electrical contact. The potential of the cathode's electrical
contact was set to ground (see Fig. S2†). The edges at which no
ux (nJi ¼ 0) and insulation (nis ¼ 0) boundary conditions
were used are also specied in Fig. S2.† The electrode's
conductivity (sel) of 105 S m1 was used as a typical value for
a transparent conducting oxide (TCO) substrate. Although the
typical thickness of TCO is in the order of 500 nm, we used
a 1 mm pseudo-domain to represent the lm thickness to avoid
meshing complexity at the interface. Anisotropic conductivity
(ss), eqn (2)–(4), and scaling factors were applied in order to
ensure that the diﬀerence between the real thickness (del,0) and
the pseudo-domain thickness (del) does not aﬀect the
simulation.


sx 0
ss ¼
(2)
0 sy
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sx ¼

sel del
del;0

(3)

sy ¼

sel del;0
del

(4)

The total cell voltage (Vcell) is the sum of the equilibrium
potential (Eeq), the kinetic overpotentials for the oxygen and
hydrogen evolution reactions (hOER and hHER), the ohmic loss in
the substrate (Vohmic,substrate), the ohmic loss in the electrolyte
(Vohmic,electrolyte), and the Nernstian loss due to pH gradients at
the surface of the electrodes (VpH grad).
Vcell ¼ Eeq + hOER  hHER + Vohmic,substrate
+ Vohmic,electrolyte + VpH

grad

(5)

Eeq, hOER, and hHER are not aﬀected by scaling up of the
electrodes; the values are therefore not reported here. The
following equations describe the three voltage losses considered in this study.
Vohmic,substrate ¼ Vohmic,substrate-anode + Vohmic,substrate-cathode (6)
Vohmic,electrolyte ¼ Velectrolyte,anode  Velectrolyte,cathode
VpH

grad

¼ VpH

grad-anode

þ VpH

(7)

grad-cathode

RT
ðpHcathode  pHanode Þ
¼ 2:303
F

(8)

R is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature and F is the
Faraday constant (96 485 C mol1). The schematic illustration
of these losses in the cell is shown in Fig. S3.†
100% faradaic conversion eﬃciency to H2 and O2 was
assumed at the surface of the cathode and anode, respectively.
The local current at the electrode surface (iloc) was coupled with
the generation rate (Ri, see also eqn (S1)†) of H2 and O2.
Ri ¼

vi iloc
nF

Results and discussions
Fig. 2 shows the voltage losses associated with scaling up the
electrode height from 0.3 to 8 cm in 2 M KPi buﬀer electrolyte
(pH 7). The average current density at the surface of the electrodes (japp,s) was set to 10 mA cm2, and the inlet electrolyte
velocity (vin) was 0.27 cm s1. Three diﬀerent sources of voltage
loss are identied: Vohmic,substrate, VpH grad, and Vohmic,electrolyte
(see eqn (6)–(8)). Vohmic,electrolyte is found to be the least aﬀected
by the electrode size; it remains less than 100 mV even for the
largest electrode height of 8 cm. The pH gradient and the
associated VpH grad increase with increasing electrode height,
which results from the inability to replenish protons at the
region close to the surface of the electrodes. The largest voltage
loss is Vohmic,substrate, due to the limited conductivity of the
substrate (sel ¼ 105 S m1). For the 8 cm electrode, the
Vohmic,substrate value is as high as 350 mV. Overall, the total
voltage loss is shown to be signicantly increased with
increasing electrode height, from 50 mV for the 0.3 cm electrode to 600 mV for the 8 cm electrode. Such a substantial
voltage loss is unacceptable for the operation of the overall
water splitting device; this value needs to be minimized, ideally
to a more acceptable level of 50–100 mV.

(9)

vi is the stoichiometry coeﬃcient of the redox equilibrium
reaction for species i, n is the number of participating electrons
(2 for H2 generation and 4 for O2). Bubble formation is not
considered in this study; therefore, the laminar ow is not
disrupted. On the other hand, super-saturation of the electrolyte with dissolved H2 and O2 is assumed; indeed, supersaturation of dissolved H2 by a factor of 50 has been experimentally measured.38
All the geometry was meshed with free triangular elements.
The maximum mesh element size and the relative tolerance for
the simulation were studied in order to minimize the relative
error of electrode potential and local current density. The
results are shown in Fig. S4† in which the chosen mesh
(quantied through the maximal mesh element size) and relative tolerance for our simulations are identied. The optimized
mesh conguration used in our study is shown in Fig. S5.†
Steady-state solutions were obtained using the multifrontal
massively parallel sparse (MUMPS) direct solver of COMSOL
Multiphysics®. A minimum inlet velocity, vin, of 0.27 cm s1 was
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needed in order to obtain convergence of the steady-state
solution, as the input ux of the electrolyte is not suﬃcient to
reach an equilibrium. When vin is lower than this value, voltage
losses can only be evaluated for a period of time, but steadystate solution cannot be obtained (see Fig. S6†).

Fig. 2 Contribution of the electrolyte ohmic loss (Vohmic,electrolyte), the
pH gradient loss (VpH grad), and the substrate ohmic loss (Vohmic,substrate)
as a function of the height of the electrode (hel). The electrolyte is 2 M
KPi buﬀer (pH 7). japp,s ¼ 10 mA cm2, vin ¼ 0.27 cm s1, sel ¼ 105 S m1,
hcell ¼ 10 cm, and wcell ¼ 3 cm.
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Voltage losses in the substrates
We rst consider minimizing and mitigating the Vohmic,substrate.
An obvious way is to replace the substrate with a more
conductive material. Fig. 3a shows the inuence of substrate
conductivity on Vohmic,substrate. At japp,s ¼ 10 mA cm2, replacing
the substrate from FTO (sel  105 S m1) to ITO (sel  106 S m1
(ref. 39–41)) signicantly decreases Vohmic,substrate by a factor of
7. Vohmic,substrate can be further decreased to 10 mV when Ag
is used as the substrate (sel  107 S m1 (ref. 42 and 43)).
However, these high conductivity substrates may pose additional challenges. For example, in addition to being more
expensive, ITO is less resistant to high temperature as
compared to FTO; deposition of many thin-lm semiconductors, especially metal oxides, typically require temperatures higher than 500  C. Ag, on the other hand, is opaque. For
an overall solar water splitting device that employs stacked
tandem congurations, a transparent substrate is needed in
order to allow the transmitted light from the rst photoabsorber
to reach the last photoabsorber. Spectrum splitting or a back
reector can be utilized for non-transparent tandem
devices,12,44,45 but the conguration is complicated and might be
impractical. Alternatively, highly conductive metallic lines can
be deposited on FTO substrates to improve the eﬀective
conductivity (see inset of Fig. 3b). Although these metallic lines
would partially block the light, a much more signicant
reduction in ohmic losses (i.e., minimize Vohmic,substrate) could
be obtained. Fig. 3b shows the inuence of the spacing between
the metallic lines (dcontact) on Vohmic,substrate. When dcontact is
2 cm or less, Vohmic,substrate can be decreased to <75 mV; this is
a 5-fold reduction of voltage loss while only blocking 4% of the
transmitted light (contact width, wcontact, of 1 mm). Indeed, this
method has been employed in photovoltaic cells, where metallic
busbars are deposited on the front contact of the cells.46,47
Photocurrent improvements on 50 cm2 BiVO4 photoelectrodes

Fig. 3 Substrate ohmic voltage loss (Vohmic,substrate) as a function of (a)
the conductivity of the electrode and (b) the distance between metallic
contacts (dcontact). The inset of (b) illustrates the metallic contacts on
the substrate. In (a) japp,s ¼ 10 mA cm2, while it is adjusted in (b) to
account for the radiation blocked by the opaque metallic lines (i.e.,
japp,s is reduced by 1.25%, 3.75% and 8.75% for dcontact of 4, 2 and 1 cm,
respectively). The electrolyte is 2 M KPi buﬀer (pH 7). vin ¼ 0.27 cm s1,
hel ¼ 8 cm, hcell ¼ 10 cm, and wcell ¼ 3 cm.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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have also been demonstrated by depositing conducting nickel
lines on top of the FTO substrates.21
Decreasing dcontact to less than 1 cm will further reduce
Vohmic,substrate. However, at the same time, a larger portion of the
transmitted light will be blocked (see Fig. S7†). This can be
overcome by decreasing wcontact to e.g., 0.5 mm, but it should be
noted that the resistance of the metallic lines increases with
decreasing wcontact, and voltage losses along the metallic lines
can no longer be neglected. Overall, these two parameters (i.e.,
dcontact and wcontact) need to be specically optimized depending
on the type of metal and the current density, in light of the
competing factors of blocked transmission and resistive losses
in the metallic lines.

pH gradient losses
Fig. 4a shows the pH prole across the electrolyte, from the
anode to the cathode (along the x-direction). Two pH proles, at
the bottom and the top of the electrode, are shown. At the anode
side, water oxidation takes place and the accumulation of
proton results in a local decrease of pH, while depletion of
proton close to the cathode side, where water reduction occurs,
causes a local pH increase. The pH variation is found to be
limited to the vicinity of the surface (<2 mm away), and it is
larger at the top of the electrode as compared to the bottom of
the electrodes. This is a result of a constant supply of fresh
electrolyte from the inlet, closer to the bottom of the electrodes.
A color map of the pH of the electrolyte is shown in Fig. 4b. A
maximum pH diﬀerence of 4.3 is observed, which corresponds to a voltage loss of 250 mV. This pH gradient can be
minimized by increasing the inlet velocity (Fig. 4c). That is,
increasing the mixing helps in reducing the pH gradient.
Turbulence could further enhance this mixing eﬀect and reduce
the pH gradient, but at the same time increases the risks of
products (O2 and H2) mixing. With increasing inlet velocity, the
replenishment and transport of protons close to the anode and
cathode surface, respectively, are promoted. This is in agreement with the “restricted” electrolyte volume eﬀect recently
demonstrated in an experimental study by Ahmet et al.21 At an
inlet velocity of 4 cm s1, the maximum pH diﬀerence is limited
to 0.6 (Fig. 4d), which corresponds to a voltage loss of only
40 mV.
The dependence of VpH grad on the inlet velocity is summarized in Fig. 5 for an electrode of 8 cm height with a substrate
that has conducting metal lines spaced at 1 cm distance (i.e.,
dcontact ¼ 1 cm). Note that, for simplicity, japp,s is kept at 10 mA
cm2. Increasing the inlet velocity dramatically decreases the
pH gradient close to the electrodes' surface and the corresponding VpH grad. VpH grad can be minimized to 20 mV by
having an inlet velocity of 4 cm s1. The diﬀerence between this
value to the one shown in Fig. 4c and d (40 mV) suggests that
there is a synergy between the application of conducting metal
lines and increasing the inlet velocity. With the application of
conducting metal lines, the local current density distribution at
the surface of the electrodes becomes more uniform (Fig. S8a†).
Similarly, with higher inlet velocity, a more uniform local
current distribution is obtained (Fig. S8b†). As a result,
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Fig. 5 Voltage loss associated with pH gradient (VpH grad) as a function
of the inlet velocity (vin). The electrolyte is 2 M KPi buﬀer (pH 7). japp,s ¼
10 mA cm2, dcontact ¼ 1 cm, hel ¼ 8 cm, hcell ¼ 10 cm, and wcell ¼
3 cm.

Fig. 4 (a) pH proﬁle across the electrolyte (x-direction, from anode to

cathode) at the top and bottom of the electrode at inlet velocity of
0.27 cm s1. (b) Colormap of pH in the electrolyte at inlet velocity of
0.27 cm s1. (c) pH proﬁle across the electrolyte at the top of the
electrode for various inlet velocities. (d) Colormap of pH in the electrolyte at inlet velocity of 4 cm s1. The electrolyte is 2 M KPi buﬀer (pH
7) and the substrate does not have any conducting metal lines. japp,s ¼
10 mA cm2, hel ¼ 8 cm, hcell ¼ 10 cm, and wcell ¼ 3 cm.

Vohmic,substrate is further minimized to 15 mV for dcontact ¼
1 cm and vin ¼ 4 cm s1 (Fig. S8c†).
Electrolyte ohmic losses
With VpH grad and Vohmic,substrate minimized to a sum of 35 mV,
the electrolyte ohmic loss (Vohmic,electrolyte) becomes the dominant contributor to the total voltage loss. Vohmic,electrolyte can be
reduced by increasing the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte,
i.e., by increasing the molarity of the phosphate buﬀer.
However, the molarity used in this simulation (i.e., 2 M) is
already very close to the solubility limit; it has been reported
that concentrations of KPi higher than 2 M results in rapid
precipitation of phosphate crystals on the walls of the cell.21
Alternatively, one can reduce the distance between the anode
and the cathode (i.e., wcell). However, since a membrane-less
conguration is used here, it has to be ensured that
decreasing wcell still results in no (or minimal) product crossover. We calculated the percentages O2 and H2 cross-over (i.e.,
2738 | Sustainable Energy Fuels, 2020, 4, 2734–2740

O2 collected at the cathode outlet and H2 collected at the anode
outlet) with various wcell and for various vin, as shown in
Fig. S9.† The amount of product cross-over increases with
decreasing wcell, but it is still less than 1% even for wcell of 1 cm.
A 1%-product concentration contour is also shown in Fig. S9b,†
for the case of wcell ¼ 1 cm, indicating that more than 99% of H2
and O2 can be collected at the designated outlets.
We then combined the simple engineering and design
parameter strategies (i.e., application of metallic lines,
increasing inlet velocity and decreasing cell width) and examined the total voltage loss (Fig. 6a). At a current density of 10 mA
cm2, the total voltage loss can be minimized to 50 mV for
wcell ¼ 1 cm, vin ¼ 4 cm s1 and dcontact ¼ 1 cm. This amount of
voltage loss is much more acceptable than the initial 600 mV
voltage loss (vide supra). Fig. 6b shows the contribution of each
type of voltage loss for various current densities. Note that VpH
grad is even further decreased (vs. the values in Fig. 5) because
the smaller wcell increases the electrolyte velocity closer to the
surface of the electrodes. This increases the replenishment/
transport rate of protons close to the surface of the electrodes
and reduces the pH gradient further. As a result, both pH
gradient and substrate conductivity are no longer the main
limitations; instead, the electrolyte ohmic loss (Vohmic,electrolyte)
constitutes half of the total voltage loss. Other strategies to
decrease the ionic resistance, e.g., introducing a conductive
supporting electrolyte or using a highly conductive MEA
conguration, need to be explored in order to minimize the
voltage loss further.
Finally, we re-emphasize that our study does not take
turbulence or multi-phase ow into consideration. While
laminar ow is a valid assumption based on the Reynolds
numbers for all examined conditions (vide supra), multi-phase
ow induced mixing may enhance the mass transport, which

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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the operation/design parameters (e.g., electrolyte ow rate, cell
width), was found to be eﬀective in overcoming these voltage
losses. Combining all the presented strategies, a total voltage
loss of only 50 mV can be obtained, which is an acceptable
level for the device operation. About half of this voltage loss is
now due to the ohmic losses in the electrolyte. Other engineering strategies, such as the application of cell design (e.g.,
using ow elds)49–51 to optimize ow pattern or the use of
electrolyte with higher conductivity (e.g., operation at higher
temperature to increase buﬀer solubility),52–54 may be explored
in order to further minimize the voltage loss. Finally, we note
that our simulation results, which show non-linearity dependence between the electrode area and the total scale-up associated losses, qualitatively agree with experimental results
reported in the literature.21,23,55 Further experiments using – for
example – in situ pH monitoring56,57 and particle image velocimetry58 are needed to quantitatively validate our ndings.

Conﬂicts of interest
There are no conicts to declare.
(a) Total voltage losses for the 8 cm electrode with varying inlet
velocities (vin) and cell widths (wcell); japp,s ¼ 10 mA cm2, dcontact ¼
1 cm. (b) Contribution of voltage losses at varying current densities;
wcell ¼ 1 cm, vin ¼ 4 cm s1, dcontact ¼ 1 cm. In all cases, the electrolyte
is 2 M KPi buﬀer (pH 7), hel ¼ 8 cm, and hcell ¼ 10 cm.
Fig. 6

will aﬀect the pH gradient loss and product mixing. A particular
example is bubble-induced convection; a recent study shows
that an average bubble rise velocity of 5 mm s1 is obtained
for a current density of 10 mA cm2.48 To estimate the inuence
on the voltage loss, we adapted our model by including
a volume force in the y-direction at the electrolyte regions close
to the electrodes (0.2 mm, based on the reported average bubble
diameter48), so that the electrolyte velocity in these regions is in
the range of 4–6 mm s1 (see Fig. S10†). Indeed, the main eﬀect
lies in the reduction of VpH grad, while only minor variations are
observed for Vohmic,electrolyte and Vohmic,substrate. Multi-phase
transport modeling considering bubble formation (which is
dependent on surface roughness), aggregation and transport is
needed to provide further details on its eﬀect on the mass
transport and mixing.

Conclusions
Using a two-dimensional Multiphysics model, we have identied various loss mechanisms related to scale-up in solar water
splitting devices operating in neutral pH solutions. For an
operating current density of 10 mA cm2, the total voltage loss
increases from 50 mV for a cell with an electrode height of
0.3 cm to 600 mV for a cell with 8 cm electrode height. This
includes substrate ohmic loss (350 mV), pH gradient loss
(150 mV), and electrolyte ohmic loss (100 mV). However, the
application of relatively simple engineering strategies, such as
the deposition of metallic lines on the substrate and adjusting

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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